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Welcome to Edgy Ideas,
the open-access magazine of
Analytic-Network Coaching Ltd.
This journal aims to bring fresh discussions and
thinking to coaching, leadership and social events,
but will attempt to do this by ‘looking awry’ at
them. This means not approaching leadership
and coaching head on but learning about them
through mind-wandering, free-association and
dialogue with others. We will avoid functional,
technocratic, skill and competency based
approaches to coaching and leadership, as these
are part of the problem not the solution.
We face a paradigm shift that is ‘turning-theworld-upside-down’ again. Our organisations,
politics and planet require ‘new leadership for
new times’. A-N coaching takes up the challenge
and offers coaching that is theoretically rigorous,
experientially tested, and that addresses social
change as well as a real depth approach for
individuals.

Engaging with Disruption

A Manifesto from
the Edge
by Simon Western

Edgy: Dictionary Definition
At the forefront of a trend; experimental or avant-garde;
having an intense or sharp quality.
Edgy Associations
Leading from the edge, cutting edge
technology, cliff edge, edgy comments, sharp
edges, the outside limit of an object, the place
next to a big drop, finding the edge, falling off
the edge. Hedge without the H.

Edgy Reflections
The edge locates us in a place of difference. A
place where one thing meets another, a place
that can be creative, dangerous, comforting,
inspiring, mundane. Yet even the mundane

can inspire. A sea-shore for example is a place
where the edge of land meets the sea, where
the edge constantly moves with the tides, it’s a
place of mundane regularity, yet also a place of
constant change and beauty.
For most of my adult life I have been drawn
to the edge. In early adult life I found myself a
central figure in social circles, ‘the soul of the
party’ and like most adolescents feeling a deep
need to belong. Yet whilst feeling comfortable
in the centre, I also craved something else that
the centre couldn’t offer so I began exploring
the edge. I would travel alone to distant
places, walking in mountains and visiting far

Businesses, services, politics and our intimate
selves are all being disrupted at a pace that is
difficult to keep up with. This journal aims to
disrupt the dominant discourses of coaching
and leadership, and to re-insert ethics, society,
technology power and beauty into the picture.
We draw on critical theory, psychoanalysis and
our lived experience as coaches, consultants,
employees, leaders and citizens responding to
global and local events.
We believe that leaders, coaches and global
citizens need to engage in stimulating dialogues
that breaks through the deadening cacophony of
buzz words that kill the spirit. The centre needs
disrupting with edgy ideas. Welcome to the
journal of Analytic-Network Coaching.
Simon Western Founder and CEO
simon@analyticnetwork.com
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Within our internal landscapes we have edges. The
edges between our conscious and unconscious
worlds blur. Internal tides within us can change
our emotions and affects, by the minute, hour, day
or season. These emotions in turn impact on our
relationships with others.....
Our work is aligned with a multitude of international
and local activities which together demonstrate
how Edgy Ideas can bring new life and new hope to
challenge the tired and weary ideas from the centre.

away places like the Negev and Sinai deserts.
My search was for an edge experience without
knowing this was my search. I stayed with
desert monks in monastic settlements and with
Bedouin nomads. In England I made a pilgrimage
each year with my son to visit the Appleby
‘Gypsy’ Horse Fair. This temporary gathering
took place on the edge of the English wilderness
that stretched northwards beyond the reach of
urbanisation. Appleby Fair evoked the history
and culture of an edge people, a gathering of the
traveling Romanies and Irish/English travellers
with their piebald horses and beautiful colourful
horse-drawn caravans. Camping and sitting
around the campfires with these ‘despised
people of Europe’ I felt a belonging - a belonging
that resonated with a melancholia, like finding
myself through discovering a lost place. In
psychoanalysis there is an idea that we organise
our lives around very personal ‘lost objects’,
forever trying to fill the gap that is left, usually
through some kind of displacement activity.
Yet when we stop trying to fill the gap and stop
manically trying to replace the lack, we can get
in touch with a much deeper sense of self and
get close to the real, an unconscious place that
cannot be symbolised or named.
To experience a glimpse of ‘the real’ we have
to go to the edge of the gap, to face the loss
without trying to run away from it, or replace
it. By circling the edge of the abyss, rather than
trying to cover it over, we experience the lack
and respond with new found desire through
which something life-giving and creative
emerges.

Edge Experiences
Many years ago I worked as a psychiatric nurse
in one of the big victorian mental asylums set
on the edge of the city. These asylums were

in their last days, soon to be transformed to
become luxury flats or supermarkets. These
‘mental hospitals’ were communities that
offered patients ‘asylum’ from the madness
that those at the centre pretend is sanity.
These communities were both safe havens
and also very destructive places. They were
’total institutions’, which meant that, whilst
‘madness’ and deviance from normality and
was tolerated, there was also a totalising
institutional culture that both patients and staff
had to conform to. In relation to wider society
the asylum at the edge of the city represented
a place of fear and a place where ‘our madness’
was exported and contained. In this sense the
asylum, (often called a loony bin or madhouse)
was a social construction that marked a clear
distinction between sanity and madness. You
were either in our sane world, or locked up in
their mad world. The walls of the asylum marked
the edge of sanity.
This experience of working in an edge
community, and of being part of a total
institution was both hugely rewarding and
very disturbing. It opened me to the realities
of working with mental distress, with beautiful
sensitive young ‘schizophrenic’ men being
persecuted by haunting voices; with women
who obsessively cut themselves. This work
demanded walking along the razor thin edge
that divides sanity and madness, an edge which
moves with time and place, pending on social
constructions of what is mad and what isn’t. I
was sensitized to appreciate the vulnerability
and creativity of all people; and learnt how to
listen properly - with my ears, eyes and body- to
hear what was important for those who couldn’t
always say things clearly or rationally, yet had so
much to share.
The experience of institutionalization also
stayed with me, and I became hypersensitive
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to it. The patients were institutionalized and
controlled, being penalized and rewarded using
crude behavioural therapy and medicated if they
‘acted out’. Yet what was really shocking was
how quickly and the staff became conformed to
the total institution.
In future years, working in large public sector
institutions and in global corporations, the
dangers of institutionalization would unsettle
me as I worked in these organisations. In large
organisations and corporate life in particular,
there is a nuanced transaction that takes place.
Accept the salary and conditions and work
within a ‘constrained freedom’ in exchange
for aligning personal values and behaviours to
fit within the boundaries of company culture.
The unspoken rules are clear, you can push
limits to the edge, but no further. Conformity
and compliance are demanded in exchange for
critical freedom and autonomy. Companies offer
paradoxical rhetoric: they always value diversity,
and always want an aligned homogenous
culture. Conformity in these organisational
settings is not policed by a Big Other i.e. it is
not (often) imposed by an authoritarian boss
who demands compliance. It is policed by
ourselves and our peers. Catherine Casey refers
to ‘corporatized selves’:

The new corporatization of the self is more
than a process of assault, discipline and defeat
against which employees defend themselves.
It is a process of colonization in which, in
its completion, assault and defeat are no
longer recognized. Overt displays of employee
resistance and opposition are virtually eliminated.
Corporatized selves become sufficiently repressed
to effectively weaken and dissolve the capacity
for serious criticism or dissent.
Casey, C. (1995:p150) Work, Self, and Society:
After Industrialism. London and New York:
Routledge.

Living by the edge
I left the cosmopolitan centre (London) to
live by the edge (Galway on the west coast of
Ireland). It was a conscious move to be inspired
from living at the edge.
Where I live the edge is where sea meets land. It
is a constantly changing edge, moving daily with
the tides, and over the years shifting back and
forth with erosion of rocks and displacement
of sands. There are sharp cliff edges and softer
grassy-sandy edges. These edges mimic our
internal world, precarious places, moving places,
beautiful and joyful places, wild places, living
dynamic places, dangerous places, comforting
places.
Within our internal landscapes we have
edges. The edges between our conscious and
unconscious worlds blur. Internal tides within
us can change our emotions and affects, by the
minute, hour, day or season. These emotions in
turn impact on our relationships with others.

A-N Coaching Purpose
Each day I walk or cycle close to the edge where
I live, which is a revitalising force. The Atlantic
winds blow in my face awakening me and
sharpening my mind. The sea smashing on the
rocks sends droplets of water across my face,
bringing new life to a tired mind.
I watch wading birds play on the edge which
always enchants me. Dancing birds feeding on
the gifts from the sea, running back and forth
to avoid being engulfed by the sea. Dynamic
movement in contrast to the herons who fix
themselves in a static pose, waiting to pounce
on a fish below the surface. Transitory geese
arrive from far away places as migrants mix with
the indigenous locals. Swans, egrets and oyster
catchers play in the bay. Sometimes seals and
otters come close to the city’s edge, swimming
into the harbour, fishing for love perhaps.
Occasionally I venture to small wild islands just
off the edge of the mainland, where I find huge
cliff faces buzzing with birdlife, and tiny flowers
sheltering in rock crevasses. On the ferry to the
islands I look back reflectively at the land’s edge
that fades from view, and then look expectantly
at the edge I am arriving at.

Leadership from the edge
The mythology of leaders creating change from
the top and the centre is a well-trodden path in
the west. History it is said, is written by victors,
and heroic leadership myths are perpetuated by
elites (leaders) in power, to extend their hold on
power. Yet changes such as democracy didn’t
come freely from the ruling class or monarchy,
but from radical social movements who came
from the edge of society. For example in the
UK in the 17th Century there were the Diggers,
Levellers and other ‘seekers’ who formed

networks of agitators which led to revolution
and then to a democratic parliamentary
settlement. In the 1650s, on the edge of
England in the north west, far away from the
intrusive and omnipotent powers of the centre,
the radical early Quakers formed small groups
that spread virally throughout the UK and later
USA. They confronted the joint power of the
state and church and demanded the rights of
religious freedom, to worship without priests
and to marry in their own meeting houses. These
were granted to them after much persecution
and they influenced religious tolerance in
England and later in the USA, through William
Penn whose liberal constitution of Pennsylvania
state influenced the democratic process in the
USA. Leadership from a few at the edge, to
the centre of the western world! This is not to
deny the power at the centre and the control
of resources, but it is to deny, that this is the
only power at work. Where there is power there
is resistance, and leadership like power, is not
always where we think it is.

Epilogue

Coaching leaders to act
in ‘Good Faith’ to create
the ‘Good Society’
We break our purpose into three parts.

Coaching Leaders
We embrace the belief that everybody
can be a leader, not just a few people
at the top of organisations. Our purpose
is to discover and foster leadership in
unexpected places, to radically distribute
leadership and to enable it to flourish
across organisations. We call this EcoLeadership (Western 2013) because
the new paradigm of leadership we
require means leaders understanding
organisational change in terms of
influencing networks and eco-systems
made up of technology, people and the
environment.

I am living with a faith in ‘leadership from the
edge’, a leadership that challenges, subverts,
creates and delivers the unexpected.
This magazine Edgy Ideas is part of a wider
process of engaging and inspiring new forms of
leadership. It is the voice of Analytic-Network
Coaching, whose purpose is to ‘coach leaders to
act in good faith to create the good society’. Our
work is aligned with a multitude of international
and local activities which together demonstrate
how Edgy Ideas can bring new life and new hope
to challenge the tired and weary ideas from the
centre.

LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
The WILD Leadership Questionnaire (Western Indicator
of Leadership Discourses) is unique in the field. Drawing
on academic research it reveals the underlying leadership
assumptions that shape how you perceive leadership, how
you act as a leader and how you react to other leaders.

Discover...
What kind of leader you are, and what leadership you aspire to
Which underlying leadership assumptions dominate your
thinking and drive your actions
Why you react differently to particular leadership styles
Why your leadership approach may motivate some and
alienate others
Your leadership strengths and developmental needs
Discover the hidden leader within you! Get your unique leadership report here

www.hiddenleadership.com

‘Good Faith’
To be the best leader (and the best human
being we can be) we have to live and work
from a place of ‘Good Faith’. This is based
on Jean Paul Sartre’s writing, and it means
to live with authenticity, values, courage
and integrity. Our coaching purpose is
work in good faith, and to coach clients to
work in Good Faith, by focusing on selfknowledge, and helping them courageously
embrace sadness and difficulties, as well
as celebrate life’s beauty, joys and gifts, so
that they can feel authentic, confident and
centred, both personally and in their work.

‘Good Society’
‘The ‘Good Society’ is not a utopian end
point to achieve; it is an ethical statement
of purpose about creating a better world.
Creating the Good Society is both an
aspiration and a here and now reality.
For example, ending world hunger is an
aspiration we can strive for. We can also
create the ‘Good Society’ in our everyday
experiences, by co-creating with others
spaces and places of good-will. When we
help another or share something mutually
good such as experiencing generosity,
community and friendship, we are creating
the Good Society in the ‘here and now’.
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POETRY Connections
We are delighted to announce that Dr Lynne Sedgmore CBE will
be our 2017 ‘Poet Laureate’ sharing her own and others poems.
Introduction by Simon Western CEO of Analytic-Network Coaching:
I met and coached Lynne when she was CEO of The Centre of Excellence for leadership a national body to improve
leadership in Further Education. We formed a dynamic coaching partnership, sparking creativity off of each other and doing
some innovative work we called ‘Democratising Strategy’ with some excellent results. After our work together finished we
developed a deep friendship and I am delighted and honoured Lynne has agreed to be our Poet Laureate for 2017.
Lynne has offered two poems for this edition:
1. City Awe - Lynne Sedgmore
2. In Dark Times - Theodore Roethke

City Awe

In a Dark Time

Nature was my holy place until
today in London city site
familiar daily scene transforms by
swirling river Thames in speckled light.
Yellow streaming sun dazzles eyes
in joyous shimmering sight.

In a dark time, the eye begins to see,
I meet my shadow in the deepening shade;
I hear my echo in the echoing wood -A lord of nature weeping to a tree,
I live between the heron and the wren,
Beasts of the hill and serpents of the den.

Stunned at the start of a working day
I stop still in awe,
finding time to stand and stare
experiencing oneness everywhere.
No longer just in nature, or in temples,
on the cushion, or alone.

What’s madness but nobility of soul
At odds with circumstance? The day’s on fire!
I know the purity of pure despair,
My shadow pinned against a sweating wall.
That place among the rocks -- is it a cave,
Or winding path? The edge is what I have.

Here too in concrete city space,
in dirty streets of grime and grey
littered with faces, hungers, hates
and speed. Oneness amidst the city greed
that objects and food will never feed.

A steady storm of correspondences!
A night flowing with birds, a ragged moon,
And in broad day the midnight come again!
A man goes far to find out what he is -Death of the self in a long, tearless night,
All natural shapes blazing unnatural light.

Paradoxes and perfumes of city life
experienced as Divine.
The Thames transformed
to sacred river Ganga,
healing river of flow and grace.

Dark, dark my light, and darker my desire.
My soul, like some heat-maddened summer fly,
Keeps buzzing at the sill. Which I is I?
A fallen man, I climb out of my fear.
The mind enters itself, and God the mind,
And one is One, free in the tearing wind.

Life here less exotic, but just as true,
as my eyes see through my soul anew.

Theodore Roethke

Lynne Sedgmore
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Leadership a Critical Text
Sage 2nd edition 2013
Author Dr Simon Western

About AnalyticNetwork Coaching
www.analyticnetwork.com
Analytic-Network coaching is an avantgarde coaching company that offers coach
training and direct leadership coaching
to individual clients and organizations at
the most advanced level in the market.
We work from a rigorous theoretical
base drawing on the latest thinking on
leadership and organisations, and the first
‘meta-theory of coaching’ (Western 2012).

Lynne has been coaching
since 1998 as well as receiving
extensive coaching from top
coaches in the UK. Her coachees
are CEOs or senior managers
from the health, spirituality,
humanitarian, sports, civil service
and charity sectors. Lynne has a
Professional Doctorate in Spiritual
Leadership and in 2016 was
named as one of the UK’s “100
Women of Spirit”.

A-N Coaching Network
Delivery Network
Coaching and Mentoring
a Critical Text
Sage 2012
Author Dr Simon Western

Lynne works also as a healer, soul
companion, retreat facilitator and
soul leadership developer.
Lynne has been writing poetry
all her life and her first collection
“Enlivenment” was published in
2013. Another 12 of her poems
have been published in a national
anthology alongside two UK poet
laureates and in six different
publications. Her second poetry
collection will be published in
2017. She is a mother, stepmother
and grandmother and lives near
Glastonbury in a beautifully
restored Georgian Chapel.

We have a growing international body
of trained and registered A-N Coaches,
committed to developing ‘new leaders
for new times’. We offer individual and
‘organizational coaching’, that delivers
deep individual change, alongside an OD
approach that strategically aims to deliver
bespoke culture change and improved
business/service outcomes.

Learning Network
Our coaches are committed to ongoing
learning and development, sharing best
practice with each other and pushing the
boundaries of knowledge transfer.
We currently have over 200 coaches in
our network.
http://www.analyticnetwork.com/find-acoach.html

Advanced Coach Training
London 3-5th March
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Networked Living

by Mark Argent

Easier travel and electronic communication have radically altered the way we live.

I have a childhood memory of my grandfather walking to work. The
Managing Director of a medium-sized business, prominent in his church,
and a magistrate, his day-to-day world was mostly within walking distance
of where he lived.

The flip side of this is that, for most of human history, we’ve mostly lived
in small and relatively-stable communities. It’s where the path of human
evolution has taken us. Until recently it was common to find that families
had stayed in the same place for generations. Some might have felt trapped,
but for many it gave a sense of rootedness. Some of that mentality might
well be around in the idea working for the same organisation for a long time,
gradually maturing in the company as a “modern village”.

By contrast, a few days ago I found myself in a Skype call with a colleague
in Australia. At a techie level, we were addressing something in the more
obscure recesses of Wordpress. At a human level, this was about enabling
networking and collaboration in a group of people. If things go to plan, the
basic groundwork coming out of that conversation will be used to help an
international society, a UK-wide network, and a regional arts organisation.
I could throw around computer buzzwords like “lean” and “agile”, but those
are just the tools: the important story is about the multiple overlapping
networks of connections, which open up many possibilities, but can also go
horribly wrong.

For all its benefits, a networked and mobile life has a very different feel. If
you don’t know if you will be in the same job or on the same project in three
month’s time, your circle of friends and family is distributed across the world,
and face-to-face interactions only account for a small proportion of your
human contacts it is much harder to have a sense of reality.
I wonder how people felt wearing Donald Trump hats for his inauguration
and hearing his promise to “put America first” and “bring back the jobs”,
when they looked inside those hats and saw the “Made in China” label.
Betrayal would make sense, but also confusion.

At a superficial level, this changes business practices. Under the surface
is has a profound effect on our senses of security and of belonging. Might
my work disappear to competition from the other side of the world? Is
the organisation in which I work the people I meet in the office, or the
colleagues I am collaborating on three different projects at the moment?

An insight from psychoanalysis is that the world is complex and
bewildering for babies and small children, and we never quite lose track
of the part of ourselves that was once that small child. All-being-well
there are parents around to make things safe, and sort out the inevitable
mistakes, but it is a confusing time. What happens when that small child is
hungry, has no way to get food, and no sense of when or whether it might
come? How do they make sense of the fact that their parents sometimes

People now move between organisations and places much more than in
my grandfather’s time. Our lives are globally connected. This has delivered
a great deal: we enjoy much better living standards, life-expectancies, and
levels of comfort than our ancestors.
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Mark Argent is an organisational consultant and Analytic
Network Coach based in Cambridge, with particular
experience in the high tech, political and faiths sectors.
www.markargentconsulting.com

welcome people the child doesn’t know, and at other times are much
less welcoming? If they’ve fallen over, how do they know the difference
between this being “just a bump” and something serious? One of the ways
we learn to cope at that age is to form very incomplete, part-images, of
the world: a classic description is that a hungry baby might be angry with
the breast that’s not there, and delighted when one is, before they’ve
matured enough to realise that both belong to the same person, and that
mother will return, even if she is not there right now.

so many years later, the situation feels vastly more complicated.
I’m not unusual in being involved with lots of different organisations across
the world. Even for someone whose work-life is very stable — working
in the same organisation and the same place for many years — the
“organisation in the mind” associated with their workplace now includes
much more contact with other parts of the same organisation, and, often,
other organisations. In reality, that’s made even more complicated because
people are bringing memories of former workplaces and have at least half
an eye on where they might move next.

The networked world can get in touch with that space. The stories
appearing in my Facebook feed gave the impression that the UK would
vote to remain in the EU and Hilary Clinton would be elected. It’s a picture
of reality that made sense. Other people’s Facebook feeds will have said
the opposite. There’s an anxiety around knowing that our images of reality
contradict. It puts us in touch with that place that can feel bewildering —
but now without parents to make it stable.

This can work well, but can be unsettling. It takes depth to develop a
healthy sense of belonging in multiple places, and an inner-rootedness that
can be unsettled.
The “network” part of Analytic Network Coaching comes into its own here,
because it gives a way to think through someone’s multiple networks.
The complexity doesn’t disappear, but mapping them can tip the balance
from the complexity of lots of contradicting “organisations in the mind”
to something that can be talked about. It can show up some surprising
mis-alignments — places where resources can be unlocked by acting or
thinking differently — and find a way to discharge some of the anxiety
around things being complex.

I find it’s sometimes useful to think a person’s mental picture of an
organsation they are involved with as an “organisation in the mind”. It’s a
shorthand which recognises that different people in the same organisation
might see it differently.
For my grandfather, the map of the different “organisations in the mind”
would have been around the company, the church, the bench and the
family. Things like “the town” and “the UK” were in there, shaped by the
experience of war, but the complexity lay in the details. He died in 1980:

We can’t turn the clock back. The coaching question might actually be
“What networked resources are we being invited to discover?”
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Paradigm shifts
in technology,
and leadership
Interview with Jeff De Kleijn, Director, General
Manager, HP Sign and Display and Scitex, Asia
Pacific & Japan at Hewlett-Packard.

Simon Western
Hi Jeff, welcome to the first edition of Edgy
Ideas and thank you very much for agreeing to
be interviewed.
Can you begin by sharing with us your current
work role and a little about your background?
Jeff
At present, I work for HP in Asia-Pacific as
the Managing Director of a business supplying
ground-breaking technologies to the graphics
industry. In this capacity, I am the formal
leader of a diverse group of people located
throughout the region from Australia to China,
and from Japan to India. Although born in the
Netherlands, my professional and academic
roots are in China. I am a Sinologist by academic
training, and I have studied, worked and lived
in China for more than 20 years. For the past
16 years, I have been a member of the global
technology community, both in commercial
roles and in leadership development roles.
During these years, I have participated in several
workgroups teaming up with leading R&D teams
and inventors to create the technologies of the
future.
Simon Western
What technological trends do you see appearing
in the near future that are creating paradigm
shifts and will disrupt the way we do things
now?
Jeff
During the remainder of this decade two
important technologies will appear which will
have eventually change how society is organised
and functions.
1. A new computing technology. 100,000
times faster at 1000,000 times less energy
intensive. This technology can facilitate

an explosion of information transparency,
fallowing the individual to get answers to
questions you cannot even ask today. It also
offers the computing power to move from
the current client-server structures to peerto-peer structures, making global society
truly flat, and potentially obsoleting typical
client-server structures like banking and
government.
2. 3D printing at production speeds. This
technology eventually will make massmanufacturing obsolete. In turn this can
mean the end of hierarchical organisations
and the end of mass population
concentrations, allowing people to leave
cities and return to the smaller communities
of our natural habitat.

organizational structures might attempt to
monopolize the new computing technology,
making much higher levels of individual
surveillance possible. Present day society
developed in hierarchical structures needed for
standardized mass-production. A feature of this is
also mass-communication which in its turn gave
birth to a culture of celebrity worship. As new
technologies weaken hierarchical structures like
the state, many people will feel insecure and look
for strong leaders. As information becomes more
distributed, it can also be manipulated within
the network causing people to receive distorted
information. A consequence could be that as
people flock to their celebrity father-figures,
society becomes divided and conflicts arise.

Thanks Jeff, that’s really helpful and clear.
What implications might this have for how
organisations function and for leadership?

On the longer run though, I foresee that people
will organize in smaller virtual and physical
communities, which are likely to be dynamic,
with various forms of leadership becoming
a situational role rather than always a fixed
position.

Jeff

Simon Western

The technologies enable distributed operations
and processes, and allow human organisation
to move away from large hierarchical forms
of organisation. Human organisation can thus
become much more distributed with leadership
appearing throughout the network. However, how
and when this will happen depends very much
on the choices society will make. The paradigm
shifts this post-industrial revolution will enable
equal or even in some respects exceed the shifts
caused by the industrial revolution 200 years ago.
The history of the industrial revolution shows
that while technology can rapidly change society,
many older structures from the previous era
will fight to remain, causing conflict and human
suffering. You can also easily imagine this to
happen as we are entering the new information
era. For example, centralized institutions or

So after periods of turbulence, disruption and
perhaps conflict, you are hopeful and optimistic
that we can adapt, finding new ways of
organizing and new forms of leadership to adapt
to these changes.

Simon Western
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Jeff
I do believe that after a transition period in
which older forms of organization and leadership
will conflict with newly emerging forms of
organization and leadership, human organization
will settle down in its natural state appropriate to
the technological and cultural order of the time.
Simon Western
Thank you very much Jeff, that has been
illuminating!

Random
Images
I selected these ‘random images’ from my collection to mark
the new year ahead. I tried to tune into and have some fidelity
to my unconscious process so can’t really explain the reason
for each individual photo or their connections. Each is from a
different country, each taken at a different time. I hope you
can free-associate and make some connections to your own
context and experience- if not, I hope you enjoy the images
for what they are .
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Events
Analytic-Network Advanced Coach Training: Selling out Fast!
London, UK, 3-5th March 2017
Click here to download our brochure

Future Advanced Coach Training Courses
We are planning three new Advanced coach training sessions later in the year:
In Holland, California, London to be confirmed. Contact us for information or look at website
For updates www.analyticnetwork.com/advanced-coach-training.html

Dr Simon Western

Exploring Trump & Brexit
London 18th February 2017
www.opus.org.uk/product/exploring-trump-and-brexit-a-trilogy-event18th-february-2017/
Simon will be offering a conceptual input and helping facilitate this.

Simon’s diverse career history gives him a
deep understanding of the human issues and
challenges of today’s workplaces. Previously a
general and psychiatric nurse, psychotherapist
and family therapist; and university academic
teaching internationally, Simon draws on
an unusual depth and breadth of experience
when coaching and consulting to leaders and
their organizations. Recent Clients include
Hewlett Packard, Global OD Team HSBC
Bank, Global OD and HR team, Caterpillar,
Snr leaders London Business School, Health
CEO’s, National Educational leaders, coaching
ex-CEO of a Global Bank and IMD business
school leadership team.

News
Simon recently Directed an International Group
Relations Conference 2017, working with IGRO
(Irish Group Relations Organisation) titled
‘Locating Ourselves in a Disruptive World’
We hope to write this up dynamic learning event
in a later edition of Edgy Ideas as it shed light
on the challenges and liberations of working
in a networked world. 34 people attended
from Ireland, UK, USA, Russia, Scandinavia
and Malaysia amongst other places to explore
workplace and network dynamics
For future interest in similar experiential learning
events which can be tailored for individual
organisations please contact Simon.

Keynote speaking and
engagements
Collaborating with Faith in Leadership. Simon
will be leading module two of the Senior
Faith and Leadership Programme, designed in
conjunction with Cambridge University Interfaith
Programme. We will be working with senior
Jewish, Christian and Muslim leaders.
For more information please contact Krish Raval,
Course Director, at leadership@interfaith.cam.
ac.uk or call him on 07786064536.

Other
ISPSO - International Society of
Psychoanalytic Study of Organisations
I take up the role of President of this organization
in July 2017 and we have regional and international
events at the bottom of the homepage.
www.ispso.org

6-8th March 2017
Moscow at the National Research University
Higher School of Economics on the Master’s
Program “Psychoanalysis and Business Consulting”
www.hse.ru/ma/psyan/
13-14th March 2017
Spain - International Coaching Conference in
Valencia

His main role now is developing AnalyticNetwork Coaching Ltd which he founded to
radically change the way coaches work with
leaders and organizations. Within the first
2 years over 200 international coaches are
trained and registered with A-N Coaching Ltd.

International Publications

Recent Publications
Simon recently became one of the most read
authors (in the top 0.1% )on the international
open source academic site www.academia.edu
To see his recent publications go
to https://birkbeck.academia.edu/
wwwanalyticnetworkcomSimonWestern
Book Chapter in The Sage Handbook of Coaching
Chapter 3 The Key Discourses of Coaching

Keynote speaking

Simon has international experience as a
strategic consultant and leadership coach
and delivers keynote speaking on the topic of
‘Eco-Leadership’ and creating ‘new leadership
for new times’. Having authored two
internationally acclaimed books on leadership
and coaching, his expertise is in developing
leadership for today’s networked society.

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/the-sagehandbook-of-coaching/book245418
Look out for New Book later in year
Global Leadership Perspectives: Insights and
Analysis Sage Publications
Eds Simon Western Eric-Jean Garcia
We have 20 authors from all over the world
offering chapters about leadership in their
regional context - it’s a really exciting project,
the chapters are in and the analysis has started!
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Leadership a Critical Text
Sage 2nd edition 2013
Coaching and Mentoring a Critical Text
Sage 2012
Global Leadership Perspectives
(forthcoming Sage 2016)

